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SCIENCE NOTE

SimpleMap: A Pipeline to Streamline High-Density 
Linkage Map Construction

Abdulqader Jighly,* Reem Joukhadar, and Manickavelu Alagu

Abstract
The recent development in high-throughput genotyping techniques 
requires new statistical methods to analyze large datasets. The 
current available linkage mapping software are time consuming 
and limited in terms of the maximum number of markers that can 
be mapped on a single linkage group. In this paper, we propose 
the Perl pipeline, SimpleMap. This tool can significantly improve 
the speed of currently available linkage mapping software with 
minimal impact on marker order and map length by limiting the 
consideration of duplicated and tightly linked molecular markers 
during linkage group development. SimpleMap works with the 
following three main steps: (i) generating a subset of markers 
for which each pair has a number of recombinants higher than 
a threshold determined by the user (the repulsion threshold), (ii) 
mapping this subset with any external mapping tool, and (iii) inter-
secting the remaining unmapped markers to the constructed map. 
The script was tested on 15 wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) linkage 
groups derived from two different crosses. In 13 genetic groups, 
the computational time was reduced from ~8 h to ~8 min, while 
it was impossible to map the remaining two linkage groups with-
out applying SimpleMap first. SimpleMap is a very time-efficient 
tool, and considering a repulsion threshold equivalent to 1 cM 
results in a number of markers similar to map lengths that can be 
analyzed on a simple personal computer. SimpleMap can be 
downloaded from http://simplemap-aj.sourceforge.net/.

T
HE RAPID DEVELOPMENT of high-throughput, low-
cost molecular markers and the availability of single 

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection and genotyp-
ing-by-sequencing (GBS) technologies makes it possible 
for breeders to screen populations with a large number of 
markers at a very reasonable time and cost (Davey et al., 
2011). However, the computational time to analyze these 
large datasets is still challenging and requires high-per-
formance computing systems, especially when construct-
ing high-density linkage maps.

Genetic mapping is the determination of the linear 
arrangement of the genes or markers alongside chromo-
somes. he distances among those loci are measured as 
the percentage of recombination between them in a bipa-
rental population and the map unit is the centimorgan 
(cM). Two genetic loci are said to be 1 cM apart if they 
exhibit 1% recombinant lines between them (Collard et 
al., 2005). For this reason, genetic distance difers from 
physical distance, which is usually measured by base 
pairs and deines the actual position of the genes on a 
reference assembly. If no recombination occurs between 
two or more linked genetic markers in a population, they 
will be overlapped on the linkage group and will have 
an identical genetic position even if their physical posi-
tion is diferent. From a computational prospective, even 
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though those markers have an identical haplotype, their 
presence together during the map construction analysis 
will cost more computing time.

his paper suggests a three-stage mapping approach 
using a tool that can reduce the number of markers dur-
ing the long mapping process by selecting a subset of 
representative markers based on their haplotype simi-
larities with other markers. he markers excluded in the 
irst step lank or overlap with the mapped markers that 
cosegregate with them.

SimpleMap Features

he Perl programming language (v. 5.8.8; http://www.perl.
org/) was used to design the sotware. SimpleMap consist 
of two Perl scripts: Before_Mapping.pl and Ater_Map-
ping.pl. he Before_Mapping.pl script checks the number 
of recombination events for each pair of markers to detect 
pairs with no or few recombination. If the script detects 
such pair of markers, it will remove one of them from 
the mapping step and save the number of recombination 
between both markers. his script requires the user to 
select the genotype ile, to enter the number of markers 
and the number of lines, and to specify a threshold of the 
maximum accepted number of recombinant lines between 
two markers, that is, the repulsion threshold. his script 
will generates two iles: For_Mapping.txt, which contains 
the haplotype of the representative markers selected for 
mapping; and the Repulsion.txt ile, which involves a 
list of the markers that were missed in the mapping ile, 
the closest markers to them in the mapping ile, and the 
number of recombinant lines between the mapped and the 
unmapped markers. he user then can use any mapping 
sotware to map the markers in the ile For_Mapping.txt; 
in this paper, we used JoinMap 4 (Van Ooijen 2006). he 
inal step is to use the script Ater_Mapping.pl. his script 
anchors unmapped markers to the exported map using 
the guide ile Repulsion.txt and requires the user to name 
the input and the output maps. However, the markers 
reported as unlinked with JoinMap, or any other tool, will 
be unlinked using SimpleMap as well.

Applying SimpleMap does not afect the map quality 
since an external tool generates the backbone of the map, 
and SimpleMap adds only markers that are tightly linked 
to other markers on this backbone. For this reason, 
SimpleMap uses the recombinant fraction  (percentage 
of recombinant lines between two markers) to estimate 
the genetic distance for the unmapped markers from 
the mapped ones. he value of  will be very similar to 
the distance estimated using multilocus methods and 
using mapping functions like Kosambi and Haldane for 
tiny distances (Mihovilovich et al., 2008). However, it is 
highly recommended to not select a repulsion threshold 
over 2 cM for Haldane or 3 cM for Kosambi functions.

Implementation of SimpleMap

SimpleMap was tested on the wheat (Triticum aestivum 
L.) reference double haploid (DH) population Synthetic-
W7984  Opata-M85 (Sorrells et al., 2011), genotyped 
with a diversity arrays technology (DArT) chip and micro-
satellite markers with repulsion threshold of 1. Out of the 
21 linkage groups in the DH population, only groups with 
total number of markers over 60 were used in this study, 
which were 1A, 1B, 2B, 3B, 4A, 5B, 6B, 7A, and 7B (Table 1; 
Supplemental Figure S1). he DH population involved 163 
lines and was genotyped with 917 DArT and 44 SSR mark-
ers for the adapted groups. SimpleMap was also tested 
on six linkage groups adapted from the map of the wheat 
recombinant inbreed lines (RIL) population derived from 
the cross CS  Syn (Alagu et al., unpublished data, 2015). 
he RIL population has 104 lines and the six groups were 
genotyped with the GBS 1.0 V array containing 236 SNP 
and 798 DArT markers for the six groups (Table 1; Supple-
mental Figure S1). We tested the CS  Syn population due 
to the presence of heterozygote lines in RIL populations 
and to avoid the clustering nature of the markers in the 
wheat DArT chip (Semagn et al., 2006). All analyses were 
performed on a personal computer with Core-i7-3632QM 
2.2 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM.

he Before_Mapping.pl script reduced the number 
of markers in the DH population to 239 (24.9%) and in 
the RIL population to 425 (41.1%) (Table 1) and took 
about 5 min to inish the analysis for both populations. 
his process reduced the computational time for the 
mapping step in the DH population, except for the 3B 
group, from approximately 4.5 h to 3 min; and in the RIL 
population for the irst ive groups from approximately 
3.5 h to 5 min. For the sixth linkage group in the RIL 
population (Table 1), it took ~10 h to be mapped with 
230 markers using JoinMap ater applying SimpleMap 
with a repulsion threshold of 1. On the other hand, it 
was impossible to map this group using JoinMap with a 
total of 571 markers. Similarly, JoinMap fails to map the 
group 3B in the DH population with 312 markers. he 
remaining markers then intersected to the map using the 
Ater_Mapping.pl script and the analysis took only a few 
seconds for all linkage groups.

Comparing the positions of the markers when using 
JoinMap to construct a linkage group with the whole 
dataset and when using SimpleMap to reduce the number 
of markers for mapping revealed consistent positions. 
he mean standard deviation (MSD) for the positions 
of the marker mapped using JoinMap in both maps 
ranged between0.2 and5.76 (Table 1) with an overall 
MSD of2.18 for the DH population and0.77 for the 
RIL population, while the MSD for the position of the 
markers intersected using SimpleMap ranged from0.3 
to3.05 (Table 1) with an overall MSD of1.77 for the 
DH population and0.76 for the RIL population. hese 
results show that the positions from SimpleMap have 
similar or lower error rates than those mapped only with 
JoinMap. Moreover, the order of the markers along the 
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linkage groups was very similar. Supplemental Figure S1 
shows all of the linkage groups mapped with and without 
SimpleMap adjustment.

To test the accuracy of SimpleMap, we ran the 
analysis ten times using JoinMap and SimpleMap and 
the MSD of the ten replicates for all markers were 
estimated. he results showed high accuracy in both 
cases with neglected deviations (Table 1). However, 
SimpleMap accuracy is dependent on the accuracy of 
the external mapping tool that is used to generate the 
backbone of the map.

Conclusions
SimpleMap can efectively reduce the computational 
time for linkage group construction and supports, as 
well integrates with, any currently available mapping 
sotware. It can signiicantly decrease the number of 
markers that should be used for mapping by omitting the 
redundant markers and realigning them to the map ater 
linkage group construction.
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Table 1. Summary of the tested linkage groups, including the total number of markers, the number of markers 
used for mapping after applying the script Before_Mapping.pl, the length of the linkage group when mapping 
all markers in JoinMap, the length of the linkage group when applying SimpleMap, the mean standard deviation 
(MSD) in cM of the map positions between both maps for the markers mapped using JoinMap and for the markers 
intersected to the map using the script After_Mapping.pl, and the MSD in cM of the marker positions for ten map-
ping replicates using JoinMap and SimpleMap. JoinMap fails to construct the group 3B in the double haploid (DH) 
population with 312 and sixth linkage group in the recombinant inbred lines (RIL) population with 571 markers.

ID Marker count
Before  

mapping
JoinMap  
length

SimpleMap  
length

JoinMap  
MSD

SimpleMap  
MSD

JoinMap  
MSD 10 reps

SimpleMap  
MSD 10 reps

DH population

1A 74 21 117.3 113.6 1.20 1.97 5.6  10–5 0

1B 89 27 126.5 122.8 1.15 1.23 0 0

2B 104 26 154.4 142.8 1.01 1.08 7.3  10–4 0

3B 312 41 – 161.4 – – – –

4A 77 21 104.5 128.0 5.76 1.72 0 0

5B 91 32 194.6 188.9 3.16 3.05 0.013 2.9  10–5

6B 62 25 138.5 132.8 2.06 1.90 0 0

7A 67 20 200.8 195.7 2.13 2.57 0 0

7B 85 26 173.8 170.5 1.56 1.13 0.009 1.4  10–4

RIL population

1 89 43 87.0 87.6 0.20 0.30 0 0

2 84 35 99.6 101.3 1.37 1.15 0 0

3 87 37 90.4 94.1 1.25 1.42 0 0

4 62 25 71.3 71.6 0.62 0.44 0 0

5 141 55 88.6 88.0 0.50 0.53 0 0

6 571 230 – 189.1 – – – –
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